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INTRODUCTION
It´s four in the morning. A bright blue shade is already beginning to illuminate the
darkness in the east. The birds sing loudly to cover up the noise of the necessary preparations
for the fight. A bow on their back, a javelin in their right hand and a sword at their side. In
their quiver, just a few arrows properly fixed to avoid unwanted noise. A clash of fierce
determination, nervousness and fear is reflected in their eyes. The beginning is near. Several
tasks that will not be easy to handle lie ahead. However, the success of the entire day
depends on each of them…
This is how we could describe the beginning of the game, which was born from the
intention to restore the idea of European martial arts in Europe. The idea of this revival was
came from eastern teachings, which have become very popular throughout Europe, placing
European martial arts under crushing pressure. It is as though people have forgotten the
years of their own historical and cultural development. It is as though people consider their
own European tradition to be more foreign than the newly arrived eastern teachings. It has
been necessary, therefore, to make an effort to show them that there is a very advanced
school of martial arts in their domestic environment which is worth taking an interest in. Our
history and tradition are important to know, in order to understand the present time in
which we live right now.
Combat sports and martial arts themselves occupy an insignificant role among other
sports at this time. Their popularity is not equal to football, ice hockey and other massively
popular sports. People forget, however, that all these sports are based on martial training
which was to diversify training of warriors throughout history.1 The classical ancient
disciplines that have been further developed in our times have evolved from this martial
training over time.2 Thus we can still see their original purpose in many contemporary sports.
We have attempted to re-connect martial arts with sports in their original form, and to show
the young their lost cultural tradition.
Through many years of training we have learned that what we call European martial
arts are not only about movement and physical condition. A more important aspect of
martial arts is the underlying philosophy and spirituality that are enhanced by a strong moral
foundation and upon which we are trying to build the idea of a brave Person following the
path of the warrior.
The highlight of this effort is a competition called “The Running Warrior”, which we
have hinted at in the introduction. This game is one of the peaks on the path we are trying to
show to others, but it is not by far the most important. Much more important are the peaks
in our personal lives, which this competition may help to prepare a person to face.
In this essay we would like to introduce “The Running Warrior”, to show its roots and
resources, and to show where it should lead people and how it is connected with the cultural
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traditions of European sport. We will use the description of an ideal example of the game,
which, however, is not strictly given. This example can be freely adjusted by rearranging
various game elements when applied to other groups.

THE RULES OF THE GAME
In this game we are trying to combine the skills that the students have learned during
their years of training with a variety of weapons. However, everyone who demonstrates at
least a basic ability of handling with all necessary weapons can participate.
The game imitates a warrior’s lonely journey across hostile territory and aims to
evoke a truly authentic impression in the contestants. The basic rules are simple. The
essence is to get through a determined route as soon as possible while successfully
overcoming obstacles of varying difficulty using the selected weapons. Time is, therefore,
important as well as the success of the competitor in the individual disciplines.
In the following part of the essay we will introduce the specific competitive
disciplines and the history of individual weapons. We will explain the reason for the inclusion
of these weapons in the competition, as well as the method of evaluation for the
contestants’ performances. Description of the history of the weapons is based on a
comparison of specialized literature and our own knowledge.

ARCHERY
It has already started. It’s not a problem to quickly overcome the first few meters. The
nervousness is suddenly gone. Adrenaline floods the blood. The first target is nearby. Three
figures brightly lit by the fire are already visible from the distance. They should be standing
guard but one of them is sleeping, the other is sitting by the fire and eating breakfast and the
third is peeing in the close vicinity of the camp. Fortunately. Because if they were standing
guard, the task would be much harder. Elimination is so easy. The first arrow flies through
the air towards its target and hits exactly the right place. The body of the guard having his
breakfast overturns backwards without any signs of life. Quickly now, before the second
guard realizes the danger. The other arrow slashes the air and hits its target too, however
not so precisely. The arrow hit a kidney so the guard falling down into his own urine could cry
out. The shout interrupted the sleeping guard who stood up exactly in the flight of the path of
the third arrow. So this is the end. That went quite easily. Put the bow back to its place and
move on quickly…
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Archery is the first stop on our journey. The bow is the weapon with the longest
shooting range in our arsenal. Today we can only guess when the first arrow was shot but
the general opinion is that it happened by sheer chance. The man may have been inspired by
the bent branch and realized its power and the possibilities of this phenomenon. Or it was
during the ignition of a fire when a stick shot accidentally while using of bent branch linked
by gut or other material at the end. The first ballistic missile was the stone, simply thrown by
hand but later man learned to join the materials and benefit from the advantages of greater
accuracy and power of shot. It is, however, certain that the development of the bow goes
back through history, dating back to the Stone Age. It has provided an advantage both for
hunting and defense against animals.
Human reason enabled the first steps of technological development not only in the
sphere of weapons. The arrows and bow itself have been modified. The thickness of the
arrows’ wood became thinner and flints, then later metallic arrowheads, were established.
These are just some of the many adjustments. The wooden bow still remained the base, but
it was supplemented or in cases of emergency created from other materials. Animal horn,
tendon and others were used.3
In the ancient times archery developed almost all over the world. Bows folded and
pasted from a few pieces of wood and interlaced by other materials such as horn, began to
be produced in Asia. Primarily wooden bows interlaced with tendon remained in Europe.
The bow confirmed its place as a major tactical advantage in both hunting and fighting. The
bow became a symbol of power for the Egyptians and mainly high-ranking individuals
wielded it. It was a part of martial, hunting and religious life for the Greeks.
The bow, which has been an invention of man almost as long as the wheel, had its
symbolic significance not only in the social sphere but also in mythology and religion. The
bow played a significant role as a symbol of the Greco-Roman pantheon. For example, the
goddess Artemis was the patron of hunting and archery itself, her brother Apollo as the sun
god was the patron of archery and intellect too, because the arrow had become a symbol of
the concentration of energy. Greek hero Herakles (Hercules) killed the eagle that came to
feed on Prometheus´ liver with an arrow from a bow. Odysseus the king of Ithaca had to
prove his mastery of archery after his arrival from the great Trojan War.4
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Longbow with a small window for the insertion of the arrow

The bow had an important role throughout history and was still used in the Middle
Ages where, however, it began to be replaced with a crossbow over time, because the
crossbow could pierce the heavy armor used by knights. The rumble of weapons using
gunpowder was a funeral chorale for bows. The use of the bow in warfare and the hunt
disappeared and its long-lasting tradition was almost lost.
Nowadays the bow has become more of a sport and therefore we are trying to revive
the tradition of archery. Although we are going to try to use the original techniques of
shooting, there are a few differences and established habits in our way shooting with the
bow. Bows made of wood or fiberglass, bare or with a small window may be used in our
competition,but without any sights or other aids. We use mainly wooden arrows with
training arrowheads and plastic nocks to facilitate, although wooden nocks, which are simple
notches in the arrows, are beginning gaining popularity. Fletching is made of natural or
plastic feathers and comes in different colors, shapes and lengths.
Our shooting method and tradition differ from the current commonly operated
sports archery in many ways. We learn instinctive archery, which focuses on shooting arrows
into targets purely intuitively without any sights.
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Detail of Apollo stretching his bow on the depiction of the killing of Niobides. Painted vase from 475
to 425 BC.

The competition consists of shooting at the three dummies placed at different
distances. The first is located about 10 meters, the second about 15 meters and the third is
located at a distance of approximately 25 meters. Each dummy has target areas marked on it.
A hit in the middle area of the dummy counts as three points, the two narrow strips next to
it are worth two points and the edges of dummy counts as one point. The competitor has 5
arrows and he needs to hit each of the dummies to gain at least one point to move forward
to the next discipline. 10 seconds of time is deducted from the final time of the competitor
for each additional point. One minute of time is added for every missed dummy.

Best position for aimed archery
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JAVELIN THROWING
The next target is getting closer and closer. In the forest it is still dark, although dawn
is already breaking. The path meanders through it and it is impossible to see beyond the next
bend. Unfortunately, because the guard is standing there. Two faces staring at each other in
amazement. The guard turns and runs to the camp to sound the alarm. Javelin – the fastest
solution. An elegant weapon with a blade is getting heavy in hand. It is necessary to hit the
target precisely, because there is just a single attempt. He is running away – eight meters,
ten meters, and twelve meters. Javelin flies. A hit. The guard could manage only a few last
words…
The javelin is one of the oldest weapons that allowed man to survive. Thanks to the
javelin, man was able to hunt more successfully and therefore feed more individuals. And
thus the human community could grow. Its growth determined the next fate – even more
conflicts came with the increasing number of people. The hunting weapon had become a
weapon of war as well. Development of the javelin can be considered as an anthropological
constant. It appears in almost all primitive societies and allows them to expand their
community.

Medieval javelin

Originally a wooden javelin with a tanned tip was technologically developed. The
weapon was made more effective by adding a bone or stone blade. However, in different
parts of the world, it developed quite similarly. Some communities have developed simple
javelin throwers to increase the speed of the throw while other communities have focused
on the efficiency and adding weight. The javelin was further changed by the discovery of
metals. It became even more efficient and capable of penetrating armor. It reached its
7

technological peak thanks to iron and steel. The javelin is capable of transmitting huge
amounts of energy and piercing heavy armor and shields even with a small amount of metal
on its tip.
The ancient Romans brought the javelin to perfection in the European environment.5
Their successful battle tactics were based on heavy javelins (pilum). The Romans used them
to decimate the front line of enemy defenses, getting a great initial advantage thanks to
javelins throw at a short distance. The javelin was just one of the weapons that allowed
them to dominate the entire Mediterranean region and a considerable part of Western
Europe.
The javelin is quite demanding weapon to be handled. It is not so difficult to
understand the technique of the throw but its mastery requires long training. It is possible to
learn the basics in a few hours but it is difficult to gain confidence in handling the weapon
reliably. The javelin also requires that the warrior has sufficient strength to perform the
throw.

Three types of Roman javelin from the lightest (right) to the heaviest (left)
The contestant throws his javelin at the dummy at a distance of about 10 meters in
our competition but it depends on the trail. As with the archery part, the dummy is has
marked target areas. A hit in the middle area of the dummy counts as three points, the two
narrow strips next to it are worth two points and the edges of dummy counts as one point.
The competitor needs to hit the dummy to gain at least one point to move forward to the
next discipline. If he does not hit the target, he retrieves his javelin and tries again. There are
three attempts altogether and 10 seconds of time are added as a penalty for every missed
throw.
5
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The javelin can be replaced by a throwing axe or a knife depending on the specifics of
the trail. The target is subsequently adjusted according to the selected weapon so the
contestants throw their weapon at a block of wood and not on a dummy. These weapons
are then thrown from a shorter distance (about 6 meters).
The connection between the ancient hunting and war weapon and its modern form
in an athletic discipline can clearly be seen with the javelin. Also, the present form of javelin
throw as the sport was originally established as training for hunters and warriors. One of the
ancient disciplines that survived to the present day has evolved from their competitiveness.
But the importance of a javelin as a weapon has disappeared and only human
competitiveness has remained with the arrival of modern era. It has shared the same fate as
the bow.

FENCING
Even those few words are enough to attract the attention of two soldiers who were
collecting firewood for the adjacent military camp until now. They are coming, not wearing
any armor, but one can guess by the sharp swords in their hands they mean business. They
are already too close to be hit by an arrow. The javelin, which was proven successful hitting
the last target, reveals to the soldiers that their swords will be needed. Only one solution
remains. The sword, just under a kilo of carefully sharpened steel. It seems as if this weapon
weighs nothing after years of training. All the movements are fast and efficient, none in
addition. Cuts and sweeps fly straight and true, dropping exactly where and how they should.
It´s all over after a few seconds…
One of the most important parts of our effort is fencing. We don’t focus on any
particular historical age or weapon. Effectively, it’s possible to choose any weapon from the
different historical periods. We are most able to manage different kind of swords, from
antiquity through gothic, renaissance and modern periods, from short one-handed, to long
one and half-handed and two-handed swords.
We aren’t trying to describe the whole history of the sword, because it would mean
writing at least one book. Every minimally significant civilization has brought something new
to the development of the sword in history. We can, however, try to watch at least the one
common thing, which will enable us to compare the individual developmental levels. The
material from which are the swords made of is the unifying item.
The sword as we know it has been around since the Bronze Age. The sword evolved
from copper daggers, which were only for thrusting. The sword is a multipurpose, cut-andthrust weapon, which requires a more complicated structure, so that it doesn´t occur much
in this period, yet. Bronze enabled the creation of the very high quality swords, but they
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were very expensive and still inapplicable for mass expansion. That began with the new
technological revolution –with iron.6

Celtic bronze sword 12 -10 century BC

Iron was primarily an exclusive and very expensive thing, but it started to serve in the
production of weapons very quickly. The Hittites brought the first iron weapons to the
battlefield. The expansion of iron weapons only succeeded in the late iron age with the
change of mining technology. The Assyrians did it at around the year 1200 BC. The start of
mass production dates to the 9th-6th century BC. However, the technological processes of
production still weren´t perfect. One of the biggest sources of knowledge about armature
was around the year 500BC in the locality in the Swiss La Tene, where there was a large
manufactory of Celtic weapons.
The Romans set up the first really mass, almost industrial, production of weapons.
They weren´t the first, to set up standardized soldier’s equipment, but they were the first to
fund it by the state. Roman steel was one of the driving forces of their civilization.
When the ancient civilizations fell apart, the state-funded and organized production of steel
weapons ended. For a long time the sword became the private property of whoever had the
money for one. The shape of the sword was also changing. The Antique short sword lost its
meaning with the break-up of antique fighting tactics. From Northern Europe a new shape,
Norman, began to penetrate into south. The sword became primarily a cutting weapon. Its
tip was rounded and length extended. This shape of sword dominated till the 16th century.
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O´Connell Robert L. - Ilustrované dějiny zbraní a válečnictví od prehistorie po současnost (An Illustrated
History of Weaponry and Warfare from Prehistory to the Present); BB Art 2004
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Roman sword – Gladius Hispaniensis. Original type of roman sword taked over from
Celtibers and used from 3 century BC to year 44 BC
With the next change of technological progress, the sword changed, too. With the
beginning of the 17th century, the hammer-smiths were able to create high-quality, strong
and flexible steel. The sword narrowed and extended. At that time rapiers, light sabers and
others arose.

Norman type sword compared with antique Gladius type Pompeii
Similarly to the bow, the sword played a very important and symbolic role in the
cultural history of Europe. This resulted not only from the fact that it was a privileged sign of
status in society, but also from the cult that developed around the sword, especially in
several countries where the sword penetrated deeply into local mythology. The weapons of
the gods had a similar importance to the gods themselves. They had their names and just
holding such a sword on the battlefield intimidated enemies.
We cannot forget the tradition of medieval chivalry which was based on the sword.
Fencing mastery was one of the essential abilities of each knight. The shape of the sword, in
the sign of the cross, also strengthened the influence of the Church. Centuries associated
with the Crusades where the symbol of the sword and the cross played a key role began
after the very chaotic period of the 10th century.7
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Ranged weapons were the reason for the massive retreat of swords and other melee
weapons. However, its importance did not disappear entirely due to the cult of this weapon.
For some time, the sword also played its role further in the hands of experienced cavalry on
the battlefield because it was capable of substituting a lack of firepower. The sword,
however, was mainly used in a ritual role, because of the massive development of ranged
weapons. Sabers or other swords are decorations of the parade uniforms of many armed
forces even now and they are still the symbol of status in some hierarchies. The ability to
master a sword was highly valued, even for most of the 20th century, especially among
young students of classical universities, and it had long been impossible to get any job
without knowledge of fencing mastery. The sword will probably have this symbolic and ritual
role, even further in the future.

Saber of Czechoslovak Prague castle guard from 1924

We are mainly exploring the mastery of basic and some advanced skills in the
handling of the selected weapon in our competition. The total competitive time of
participants is suspended during this discipline. The contestant stands in front of the dummy,
where he must demonstrate the dynamics and accuracy of hits. The dummy is equipped
with several target points at different heights, which have to be hit. After the performance
of these skills, the competitor comes before a live opponent. The competitor shows his
reactions in a slower speed for a known set of enemy attacks using wooden weapons. The
task is to demonstrate three different ways of ending the fight.
Always at least two experienced referees or ideally three referees evaluate the
discipline. They each grant independently of the others a coefficient based on the
competitor´s skills. The coefficient is averaged and then multiplied by the total time of
competitor. A Coefficient of 1 is neutral and it means that the resulting time will not be
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edited. If the coefficient is lower than 1, it means that the competitor did very well and his
time will be shortened. If the coefficient is greater than 1, the time will be increased.8

WRESTLING
Goal of the path is there. The military camp is near. A noise of preparations for the next
morning can be heard all around. The sun is already burning over the heads of many
thousands of soldiers. Servants and chandlers following the army at every step are running
around everywhere. This is not a problem to mingle among them, only weapons must be
postponed in near bushes and hide itself under a long cloak. The target lies roughly in the
middle of the camp. High red tent climbs up the sky and there is no doubt that the
commander of army is based here. And also plans of tomorrow’s attack are there. It is not
hard to stretch under the tent´s tarp. There is silence in the tent. Noises from the outside
come silently thanks to thick fabric of tent. At first sight nobody is there. The search can
begin. After a few quick sights view falls on a roll of paper on a portable work table. The first
rows show that the mission was successful so far. All the details of the text are stored
carefully in the memory. Suddenly a voice is sound behind the back. It is the voice of the slave
who had just stepped inside. Still blinded by the sun he drags tarp´s corners into tent and
slowly looks around. He has heavily built figure because the years of service built up his every
muscle. In the moment his eyes become accustomed to the darkness a first strike is already
heading towards him. In surprise, he manages just to shrink back slightly so the punch hits his
shoulder. Slave repays the punch which is hard and fast but still easily deflected by palm out
of its target. So he strikes only air instead the head. Series of hits in his temporal bone and
the chest send the hulk into unconsciousness. Hopefully nobody will search for handcuffed
slave who is hided in ropes of the adjacent tents and covered with tent´s tarp…
Last station of our journey is wrestling. It is inherently connected with European
warfare and sport. Wrestling played important role already in antique Olympic disciplines
and stay in this role to present days. European tradition of wrestling does not include only
Greco-Roman style of wrestling. In flow of history there were developed techniques of
unarmed fight, which had to help soldiers on battlefield who lost their weapon.
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E. G. if the competitor's total time is 3 minutes (180 seconds), and the fencing discipline coefficient
is 0.95, his resulting time will not be 3 minutes but 2 minutes and 51 seconds - 180 * 0.95 = 171
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¨
Greek relief – cca 6 century BC
We could say that just in this discipline, we come close to eastern styles of combat,
which are so successful in infiltration of our sports. But almost everything we try to teach
our disciples is based on European tradition. We show them that Europe has its own system
of unarmed fight too, and it is comparable with those from East.
Wrestling as sport game is proven by stone statue from old Sumer Empire temple
whose age is estimated at 26 centuries BC. It’s depicting two unarmed wrestlers. Wrestling is
also mentioned in Epic of Gilgamesh and it has important place in Greek Olympic Games
since 708 BC. In Middle Ages belong to traditional abilities of knights (next to horse riding,
swimming, archery and fencing). So wrestling become a part of Knights fighting contests. It
has large popularity on countryside too, where serves as entertainment for poor. With
arrival of renaissance antique ideal is coming back in large. In fencing manuscripts are long
paragraphs focused on wrestling. In Modern Times wrestling become part of new Olympic
Games again. It has large popularity in now days.

Picture from French manuscript, 13 century AD
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As we showed you in this few rows, wrestling is inherently connected to our cultural
heritage. So it has important place in our competition. Nevertheless we try to avoid any
struggle, it is important to be able to use those techniques for study or practical reasons. Our
techniques are based on fencing, but weapon is replaced by your own arm.
Valuation is almost same like in case of fencing. Time spend on this post is not
counted to finish time. Competitors have to show techniques of diverting strikes from
opponent and consecutive reaction that leads to finish encounter. Discipline is again
valuated by at least two experienced referees or ideally three referees. They each grant
independently of the others a coefficient based on the competitor´s skills. The coefficient is
averaged and then multiplied by the total time of competitor.

Illustration of wrestling (artwork from real photo)

CONCLUSION
The contest officially ends after this discipline is completed. The resulting time is
adjusted first by the coefficient for the fencing, and then the coefficient for the wrestling.
The announcement of the results takes place in front of all of the participants and jurors in a
ceremonial atmosphere. The title of Running Warrior is awarded to the winner and his
results are recorded for comparison with other participants who achieved this title too. The
reward may be associated with an additional material prize, which relates to the martial
topic, e.g. a book or sports equipment.
Everything takes place in a friendly and hearty atmosphere, even though it is a
sporting contest. Envy and hostility appear very rarely among the competitors because the
competition is held throughout the year. Anyone wishing to obtain the title of warrior must
follow the moral code in the form that is described by SEBU – the Association of European
15

martial arts. Without this moral code it is difficult to reach such qualities as to be able to
prove ones readiness to others.

Everything went successfully. The captured plans will
help to prepare us for a future encounter. Just rest for a while
now. The true struggle will come tomorrow, in real life…
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Training of swings with sharp sword
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Swings with sharp two-handed sword on figurine

Archery is not only for boys
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One photo from exhibition – wrestling

Stance with one and half hand sword
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